
SPECIALITY VALUE LIGHTING &
DESIGN PVT. LTD



Founded in 1998 , led by the visionary Mr Pravin Jain, Speciality Value Lighting & Design
Pvt Ltd strives to be the one-stop source to solution for fullfilling the requirements of the
end users for lighting and retrofitting projects. The organisation's attempt of bringing
all the ancillary and concomitant services under one roof has been tremendously
successful over the last few years. The company has quickly made its presence felt due
to its capability of being adaptive and reactive to the market changes and trends. The
recently commenced RETRO FIT concept ensures aesthetic appearance with Light
Fixture Lux Level, resulting an ROI of more than 50%

ABOUT 
US



GLS SPA is a lighting product  Manufacturer and
Solution provide for energy efficient lighting

company . We have built up an enviable brand
reputation with clients in several instances ,

leading  long term relationships

COMPANY
VALUES

VISION, MISSION & VALUES

 At GLS-SPA , we encourage innovation, initiative and ambition . We work
openly , collaboratively and aim to give each employee the opportunity to

contribute and share in  the company's success

GLS-SPA's vision is to become a major producer and solution provider for
energy efficient light fitting products in the Indian and Global markets. Our
goal is to achieve sustained growth with the superior customer satisfaction

and to increase  our products range with the high quality products

Quality is at the forefront of our business dealings and in support of our
goals, GLS-SPA is developing and to be implementing a quality

management system that complies with the ISO 9001;2015 standard .GLS-
SPA management is committed to operating and continually improving our

quality managment system

Our unique offerings include innovative research and development facilities and
customized, energy-efficient lighting solutions with short lead times at

competitive prices. We achieve long-term value from each investment by
utilising and promoting the use of ecologically friendly and sustainable process

where they exist
 

.

 

This quality policy is a live document  and is reviewed at regular management
review meetings to maintain its suitability and effectiveness  



OUR 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Our Infrastructure is spread over an area
of 80,000* square feet and is well
equipped with a Manufacturing Unit, a In-
House Design Unit as well as a Advance
Research And Development Wing. We also
provide Customization & Retro Fit Solution  
Facility to fulfill the specifications of our
clients. Nearly 200 employees are
currently working in our organisation ready
to cater the vast challenges posed in the
lighting industry



STATE OF ART
WORK FORCE
Our Production Unit is constructed after a
thorough market research in order achieve
products of highest industry standards .  We
have equipped the factory with all advanced
tools and sophisticated machinery. Our unit is
divided into multiple departments where each
personnel works in tandenm with each other
and strive hard in maintaining the quality of the
offered products. In addition to this, these
products are manufactured using optimum
Quality componets that are soucred from the
most reliable vendors of the market



OUR 
PRODUCTS

COMMERCIAL 
OFFICE
INDUSTRIAL
RESIDENTIAL &
EXTERIOR LIGHT FITTINGS

The company has diversified in various
products to provide its customer with
high quality complete solution

It has developed one of the broadest
product ranges of any company in the
lighting industry encompassing 



OUR 
PRODUCTS

CONTROL GEAR
DRIVERS & LIGHT
SOURCES
AUTOMATION

In addition , the company
can offer the supporting
products and technologies:



MUMBAI T2 AIRPORT
GMR AIRPORT NEW DELHI

PROJECTS MALLS 
STORES &
HOTELS



PROJECTS
JW MARRIOT - GOA,
HYDERABAD,PUNE,BILASPUR, DB
BHOPAL
ITC MARATHA- MUMBAI
FAIFEILD- LUCKNOW
RENAISSANCE- LUCKNOW
SAROVAR PREMIER-AGRA
THE FERN- MUMBAI
TULIP HOTEL

HOTELS PROJECTS

COMMERICAL
 PHOENIX MALL - MUMBAI
PALLADIUM MALL - MUMBAI
L & T PAN INDIA
R MALL THANE, GHATKOPARRETAIL PROJECTS

 RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD- OFFICES
RELIANCE BRAND , FRESH , SMART
V- MART
PANTALOONS 
LAKME STORES
CALVIN KLIEN JEANS STORES
EDELWEISS HOUSE- MUMBAI
L&T OFFICE SEZ- MHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI 
DUCATTI - MUMBAI 
HONDA CAR SHOWROOM 
FCUK STORE

HOUSING



CONTACT 
INFO
Let's keep in touch!

Speciality Value Lighting & Design Pvt Ltd
Raj Industrial Park , Bliss Nirman Industrial Estate
A-Wing Gala No- 202
Gorai Pada , Vasai East- 401208
Phone: +91 9321168560
Website: www.svldpl.in
Email: shubhjain@svldpl.net
Social Media: @spa_lights (Instagram)


